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Abstract 

Art education is the 

process of learning 

about different types of 

artistic expression, 

including different 

media and formats for 

artwork and different 

movements and styles 

throughout art history. 

This type of education is 

usually taught by art 

teachers and can 

include practical 

understanding, such as 

how to use different 

tools to create artwork, 

or an understanding of 

how to appreciate 

artwork. Art education 

will usually focus on 

basic types of artistic 

creation, such as 

drawing, painting, and 

sculpture, though 

specialized classes in 

subjects such as 

pottery, digital art, and 

mixed media.  This also 

look into the need for 

Arts education, 
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INTRODUCTION  

Art is the process of 

learning about 

different types of 

artistic expression, 

including different 

media and formats for 

artwork and different 

movements and styles 

throughout art history 

(Jensen, 2001). It is 

regularly instructed to 

understudies of many 

age extends and can be 

a focal point of picking 

up during auxiliary 

training, for example, 

at a school or college. 

This kind of 

instruction is typically 

educated by 

workmanship 

educators and can 

incorporate down to 

earth seeing, for 

example, how to utilize 

various devices to 

make craftsmanship, 

or a comprehension of 

how to acknowledge 

fine art. Craftsmanship 

instruction will for the 

most part center 

around essential kinds 
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Education in Nigeria, 

Opportunities of Art 

Education in Nigeria 

and Nature of Art 

Disciplines. There is a 

growing body of 

Creative Arts learning 

and engagement that 

has a range of positive 

outcomes in terms of 

the lives of young 

people both in and out 

of school settings. 

Repositioning of 

teaching and learning of 

Arts Education in 21st 

Century. Conclusion, 

and recommendation 

and have been stated 

accordingly along with 

references.

 

of aesthetic creation, for example, drawing, painting, and figure, however 

specific classes in subjects, for example, earthenware, computerized 

workmanship, and blended media can likewise be discovered (Gibson, 2008). 

 

The Need for Art Education  

Past the characteristics of innovativeness, self-articulation, and 

correspondence, craftsmanship is a sort of work. This is the thing that 

workmanship has been from the earliest starting point. This is the thing that 

workmanship is from adolescence to mature age. Through craftsmanship, 

understudies gain proficiency with the importance of delight of work done as 

well as could be expected, for the good of its own, for the fulfillment of an 

occupation very much done (Livermore, 2003). There is a urgent need in our 

general public for a restoration of the possibility of good work: work for 

individual satisfaction; work for social acknowledgment; work for monetary 

improvement. Work is perhaps the noblest articulation of the human soul, and 

workmanship is the noticeable proof of work conveyed to the most 

noteworthy conceivable level. Today individuals hear much about efficiency 

and workmanship. Both of these goals are reinforced each time they subscribe 

to the undertaking of workmanship. They are devoted to the possibility that 

craftsmanship is the most ideal route for 114 each youngster to gain 

proficiency with the estimation of work (Davis, 2008). Craftsmanship is a 

language of visual pictures that everybody must figure out how to peruse. In 

workmanship classes, visual pictures are made, and pictures are 

contemplated. Progressively, these pictures influence our needs, our day by 

day conduct, our expectations, our feelings, and our definitive beliefs 

(Freedman, 2003). That is the reason the person who can't comprehend or 
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peruse pictures is not completely instructed. Complete education 

incorporates the capacity to comprehend, react to, and talk about visual 

pictures. Hence, to complete its absolute strategic, instruction animates 

language-spoken and expounded on visual pictures. Craftsmanship educators 

work constantly on the advancement of basic aptitudes. This is a method for 

empowering semantic abilities. By instructing understudies to portray, break 

down, and translate visual pictures, their forces of verbal articulation are 

upgraded (Pearse, 1992). That is no instructive ornament. One can't contact 

craftsmanship without contacting esteems: values about home and family, 

work and play, the individual and society, nature and the earth, war and 

harmony, magnificence and offensiveness, brutality and love (Stankiewicz, 

2001). The extraordinary craft of the past and the present arrangements with 

these sturdy human concerns. Craftsmanship educators don't possibly teach, 

yet when they study the specialty of numerous grounds and people groups, 

they open their understudies to the outflow of a wide scope of human qualities 

and concerns. They sharpen understudies to the way that qualities shape 

every human exertion, and that visual pictures can influence their own worth 

decisions (Gibson, 2008). Every one of them ought to be allowed the chance 

to perceive how craftsmanship can express the most elevated yearnings of the 

human soul. From that establishment they accept understudies will be in a 

superior situation to pick what is correct and great. 

 

Challenges of Art Education in Nigeria  

If quality art education excel, it will contribute to poverty alleviation and the 

sustainability of social and economic development of the nation via job 

creation. However, realistic as this may be, there are inherent problems that 

art education is facing in its development. Notable among them are: shortage 

of qualified art teachers, inadequate teaching facilities and funding, poor 

government and social identity. Although the National Policy on Education 

(2004) has recognized the teaching of art at all level of education, the subject 

is faced with shortage of the supply of qualified art teachers (Cornelius, 2004; 

Barnabas, 2005). There is the need for a deliberate and purposeful training of 

art teachers for the nation’s school system. There are many schools that do 
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not have qualified staff to teach art. The other problem areas affecting art 

education, is inadequate teaching facilities. Research in art education (Gofar, 

2000; Barnabas, 2005), shows that, most schools are faced with the issue of 

lack of art materials and purpose-build art studios in secondary and colleges 

of education for the teaching of art. Because of the facilities not available, the 

teaching of art is at best an exercise in futility. The student-artist cannot 

acquire artistic skills without the materials. Another factor that constitutes 

problems in the learning, and teaching of art in Nigeria, is the ambivalent 

negative attitude of Nigerian society and event the government towards the 

subject. This situation has created for teachers of art a serious dilemma of 

reconciling an already falling standard of education. Mbahi (2000) noted that, 

there is the misconception in the society that because art is a practical work 

and not academic, that art teacher is inferior in personality and should not 

claim the same status with his colleagues in the academic areas. This has 

affected enrolment in art teaching. It has also leads to the non-availability of 

trained art teachers with requisite experience. Also, the lack of recognition of 

the subject of its importance by the populace and even the government is 

another problem facing the subject. The issue of social identity is another 

problem in terms of material value and position in education. Many students 

and parents see the subjects in terms of material value. Issues like personal 

interest, attitudes, types of education attained, one’s life style and capabilities 

are ignored. Subjects like medicine, science, engineering, among others are 

therefore considered by students and parents (Mbahi, 1999). There is the 

problem of inadequate curriculum planning and development. We are in the 

age of computer and information technology that require a complete 

reformation or reviewed of school curriculum. Art programmes at all levels of 

education need this review of curriculum. Many of those who participate in 

curriculum planning are not educationists but subject specialist. Curriculum 

specialists should be given the chance to review curriculum.  

 

Opportunities of Art Education in Nigeria  

On the off chance that quality craftsmanship instruction exceed expectations, 

it will add to destitution mitigation and the maintainability of social and 
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monetary advancement of the country through occupation creation. In any 

case, practical as this might be, there are inborn issues that craftsmanship 

training is looking in its improvement. Eminent among them are: deficiency of 

qualified workmanship instructors, insufficient showing offices and 

subsidizing, poor government and social personality. Despite the fact that the 

National Policy on Education (2004) has perceived the instructing of 

workmanship at all degree of training, the subject is looked with lack of the 

stock of qualified craftsmanship instructors (Cornelius, 2004; Barnabas, 

2005). There is the requirement for a conscious and deliberate preparing of 

craftsmanship educators for the country's educational system. There are 

numerous schools that don't have qualified staff to educate workmanship. The 

other issue regions influencing workmanship training, is lacking educating 

offices. Research in workmanship training (Gofar, 2000; Barnabas, 2005), 

shows that, most schools are looked with the issue of absence of 

craftsmanship materials and reason manufacture workmanship studios in 

auxiliary and universities of instruction for the educating of workmanship. 

Due to the offices not accessible, the educating of workmanship is, best case 

scenario a pointless activity. The understudy craftsman can't get aesthetic 

abilities without the materials. Another factor that establishes issues in the 

learning, and instructing of craftsmanship in Nigeria, is the undecided 

negative demeanor of Nigerian culture and occasion the administration 

towards the subject. This circumstance has made for educators of 

craftsmanship a genuine predicament of accommodating a previously falling 

standard of instruction. Mbahi (2000) noticed that, there is the misguided 

judgment in the general public that since craftsmanship is a handy work and 

not scholarly, that workmanship instructor is substandard in character and 

ought not to guarantee a similar status with his associates in the scholastic 

territories. This has influenced enrolment in craftsmanship instructing. It has 

likewise prompts the non-accessibility of prepared craftsmanship educators 

with imperative experience. Additionally, the absence of acknowledgment of 

the subject of its significance by the people and even the administration is 

another issue confronting the subject. The issue of social personality is 

another issue regarding material esteem and position in instruction. 
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Numerous understudies and guardians see the subjects as far as material 

worth. Issues like individual intrigue, frames of mind, sorts of instruction 

achieved, one's way of life and abilities are overlooked. Subjects like 

prescription, science, building, among others are in this manner considered 

by understudies and guardians (Mbahi, 1999). There is the issue of deficient 

educational program arranging and advancement. We are in the period of PC 

and data innovation that require a total transformation or checked on of 

school educational plan. Workmanship programs at all degrees of training 

need this audit of educational program. A large number of the individuals who 

take an interest in educational program arranging are not educationists but 

rather subject master. Educational program experts ought to be allowed to 

audit educational plan. 

 

Nature of Art Disciplines  

In spite of the fact that the Arts are remarkably extraordinary in appearance 

and technique from one another, the controls utilize comparative intellectual 

procedures, at last enabling language and thought to be communicated 

through an assortment of portrayals. They are spoken to not in the standard 

feeling of language as composed on a page, however in either a visual, 

sensation, aural or material structure. Drawing in understudies and students, 

expressions can empower them to convey in possibly significant manners 

(Eisner, 2002). As Russell-Bowie (2009) out: Because expressions of the 

human experience can encapsulate and impart feelings, thoughts, convictions 

and qualities, they can pass on importance through stylish structures and 

images and bring out emotive reactions to existence with or without words. 

There is likewise proof to propose that school expressions projects can 

upgrade understudies' capability to connect with school and learning, just as 

learning in a more extensive sense (Australian Council for Educational 

Research, 2004; Bamford 2006; Catterall, Chapleau and Iwanaga, 1999; Fiske, 

1999). Tragically, there are holes in our insight with respect to the 

psychological procedure and social abilities that can be adequately cultivated 

through the Arts. Proof of this is considers into the scholarly effect of Arts 

instruction programs in schools directed in the UK and US affirmed that 
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consideration has not been adequately paid to the Arts. Likewise, Gibson and 

Anderson (2008) contended that inside the setting of Australian schools there 

is a critical requirement for a point by point investigation of the effect of Arts 

programs.  

 

Recommendation  

To accomplish a quality workmanship training at all degrees of instruction, 

government, private association, guardians, people and all partners in the 

national educative procedure ought to mutually work to give whatever 

human, material and monetary assets to guarantee improved quality 

craftsmanship training program. The accompanying suggestions emerging 

from the renouncing talks will go far towards a quality workmanship 

instruction and furthermore make craftsmanship training a feasible vehicle 

for independence in the 21st century.  

1. Shortage of labor has limited numerous schools from presenting 

workmanship in their schools, Okonkwo: Towards Quality Art 

Education: Challenges and Opportunities Government should supply 

and keep successful qualified craftsmanship educators at different 

levels by giving uncommon instigation awards. The present number 

of workmanship lessons ought to be multiplied all the more 

particularly at NCE level of admission in craftsmanship courses.  

2. Indicators of a favorable educating learning condition are: alluring 

physical structure of studios and homeroom, supply of workmanship 

materials at some random occasions. Accessibility of assortment of 

workmanship materials helps both craftsmanship instructors and 

understudies create deep rooted abilities.  

3. Review of the craftsmanship programs at all levels of training since we 

are in the time of globalization. Craftsmanship training (fine and 

applied expressions) need to rapidly and quickly react to the changing 

needs of the general public and the requests of the worldwide 

substances and furthermore to ensure endurance and intensity. This 

ought to be finished by educational program authority not subject pro.  
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5. Increase financing of workmanship instruction: This ought to be done 

in the zone of exceptional motivators to the educators, supply of 

craftsmanship materials and gear.  

6. Increase the stock and preparing of qualified craftsmanship educators 

at all levels of training: It is time that without top notch workmanship 

instructors in the correct amount; no calculable advancement can be 

recorded. In this manner, endeavors ought to be made to build, the pace 

of preparing and maintenance of craftsmanship educators. Okonkwo: 

Towards Quality Art Education: Challenges and Opportunities UJAH: 

Unizik Journal of Arts and Humanities 

 

Conclusion  

Art education is a piece of school training that spotlights on a wide scope of 

expressions, for example, painting, drawing and figure. When taking a gander 

at a subject like workmanship instruction, there are suppositions about 

whether it is a decent aptitude for schools to educate or whether it is 

superfluous and a misuse of cash. The course has numerous issues that 

emerge because of contrasting feelings. Workmanship training as a zone of 

study has numerous difficulties since its significance isn't constantly 

observable. The contemplations that expressions are superfluous are one of 

the primary difficulties craftsmanship training faces in the public eye. 

Craftsmanship training has an issue with passionate articulation in numerous 

schools. The specialty of past ages was loaded up with feeling and energy. 

Sadly, current workmanship styles, that are frequently conceptual, can make 

it hard to decide feelings in craftsmanship. This absence of spotlight on feeling 

and articulation in the craftsmanship instruction projects can expel the 

inventiveness and expressiveness from the workmanship. Great quality 

workmanship instruction is a fundamental part of comprehensive training 

(formal and casual). It upgrades confidence, a feeling of personality, solidarity 

and assorted variety. It improves the capacity to deal with change in a 

powerful society. It empowers a gratefulness and comprehension of legacy. It 

empowers the making of future legacy, structure and creation. It expands 

people's capability to bring home the bacon, be progressively inventive in the 
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work environment and improve accomplishments in different circles of life. 

Craftsmanship instruction supports opportunity of articulation and improves 

the kid's innovative and creative self. 
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